I read with interest the Editorial Commentary of David M. Lesniak and colleagues (1) and would like to emphasize some useful information in order to decrease the rate of reoperations after lumpectomy.

I agree that the oncoplastic breast-conserving surgery (OBCS) “represents an important addition to improve the quality of care for breast cancer patients” and “it is mandatory that breast surgeons incorporate all tools available to reduce the number of reoperations after lumpectomy” (1).

I think that evidence-based breast surgery is the better tool to optimize outcomes in breast conserving surgery (BCS) by integrating best research evidence, clinical and surgical expertise (experience and skills tailored to a particular patient) and woman values (patient attitudes and preference towards disease and its management) in a shared decision-making.

When a BCS is performed, updated scientific knowledge and surgical experience adapted to patient-specific values are essential requirements in order to increase the chance of success.

As regards the scientific knowledge, various studies have shown that OBCS is a reproducible, safe, and effective alternative to conventional techniques (2-4); it allows to obtain the resection of more breast tissue with safer margins, optimal oncological and aesthetic outcomes, lower re-excision rates and good health-related quality of life; OBCS represents an excellent tool to achieve adequate margins and decrease the risk of local recurrence and revision surgery for positive margins (5,6). All breast cancer patients identified as likely to require breast surgery should be considered for oncoplastic procedure, as they may potentially benefit from it. The indications for every oncoplastic technique are different, and various algorithms have been developed to facilitate the decision process (7-9). The choice is usually based on tumor characteristics (location and size), breast characteristics (shape, size and glandular density), the extent of resection, previous surgery and the wishes and expectations of the patient.

As regards patient values, every woman should be informed about main advantages and issues of oncoplastic procedures in order to make a conscious choice; a personalized multidisciplinary pathway should provide an adequate psychological support, an accurate clinical counselling, appropriate information about OBCS and margins guidelines (“no ink on tumor” as the new margin standard after breast conserving surgery for invasive carcinoma); each patient should be managed by the best research evidence as a benchmark, but also with a surgical treatment tailored to her specific features, individual wishes and personal preferences.

As regards surgical experience, OBCS involves a series of more demanding and complex techniques that require additional learning, appropriate surgical practice and
dexterity; in decision-making process about OBCS it is always necessary to consider some issues related to these procedures (9): longer operative times; surgical morbidity with increased risk of complications such as skin flap and nipple-areola complex ischemia; possible sequelae with negative impact on health-related quality of life.

However, surgical dexterity in oncoplastic surgery is important but not sufficient to optimize the results; a successful OBCS requires both individual capacity and technical ability, but also other qualities as decision-making skills, dedication and the repetitive performance of standardized tasks. So, when performing BCS, it is always necessary to put attention to some precise and essential steps in order to minimize the risk of failure, such as (10):

- Careful radiological preoperative assessment with ultrasonography, mammography and selective use of magnetic resonance in order to evaluate the extent of disease and localize tumor and/or calcifications;
- Weekly multidisciplinary discussion, in a dedicated “Surgery Meeting” in order to choose the better oncoplastic procedure tailored to patient;
- Use of intraoperative ultrasound in order to guide the initial resection in a more precise way;
- A meticulous dissection by electrocautery preserving an adequate subcutaneous thickness in order to maintain the vascular viability and minimize the risk of skin and nipple-areola necrosis;
- Intraoperative X-rays and pathological evaluation of the specimen for the definition of the tumor and the margins of resection; frozen sections should be obtained from a portion of every face of the excised specimen in order to assess margins in an optimal way;
- Routine circumferential cavity shaving in order to have a backup to lumpectomy margins and increase negative margin rates;
- Systematic palpation and ultrasound of all glandular tissue at the end of the surgical procedure in order to exclude the presence of further macroscopic tumor foci;
- Placement of clips within the excision cavity as a ‘landmark’ in order to define the tumor bed and guide adjuvant breast radiotherapy after surgical treatment;
- Accurate pathological management and assessment of the specimen using histological large sections (macrosections).

Adequate training, acquisition of appropriate technical skills and repetitive practice of a multidisciplinary pathway allow to optimize oncological and aesthetic outcomes, obtain more easily tumor-free margins and reduce the number of reoperations after lumpectomy.

I think that the application of the evidence-based surgery together with the repetitive performance of specific standardized tasks could improve breast surgeon’s ability and increase the chances of success when he faces the challenges of the most demanding oncoplastic procedures.
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